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Abstract: (1) Background: Alpha-synuclein (α-syn) is a presynaptic neuronal protein that regulates
several neuronal functions. In recent decades, the role of α-syn as a biomarker of neurodegenerative
diseases has been explored, especially in synucleinopathies. However, only a few studies have assessed
its role as biomarker in other neurological disorders. The aim of the study was to evaluate cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) α-syn levels in several neurological disorders; (2) Methods: We measured CSF α-syn levels by
a commercial ELISA kit in 158 patients classified in the following group: controls, Alzheimer’s Disease
(AD), cerebrovascular diseases, inflammatory central nervous system diseases, other neurological
diseases, Parkinson’s Disease (PD), and peripheral neuropathy; (3) Results: Patients with PD showed
the lowest and patients with AD the highest levels of CSF α-syn (1372 vs. 2912 pg/mL, respectively,
p < 0.001). In AD patients, α-syn levels were significantly associated with tau proteins; (4) Conclusions:
α-syn could represent a biomarker of neurodegenerative diseases.

Keywords: CSF; biomarker; parkinson’s disease; alzheimer’s disease; neurodegeneration

1. Introduction

Alpha-synuclein (α-syn) is a protein belonging to the synuclein family, consisting of
three small soluble proteins, namely alpha-, beta-, and gamma- [1]. Although α-syn is
present in different cell types, including erythrocytes and platelets, it is predominantly
expressed in the cytoplasm of neuronal cells [2]. Under physiological conditions, it is
ubiquitously expressed in the pre-synaptic terminal, where it interacts with membranes of
synaptic vesicles, contributing to neurotransmission and synaptic homeostasis [3].

α-syn physiologically exists in a dynamic equilibrium between cytosolic monomeric
unfolded forms and helically folded tetramers bound to membranes. Under pathological
conditions, α-syn monomers could aggregate into insoluble fibrils, known as Lewy Bodies
(LBs) and Lewy Neurites (LNs), which represent the pathological hallmark of synucle-
inopathies, such as Parkinson’s Disease (PD), dementia with LBs (DLBs), and multiple
system atrophy (MSA) [4]. Although α-syn is abundant in neuronal cytoplasm, its presence
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in the extracellular space has also been detected under both physiological and pathological
conditions [5–7]. El-Agnaf et al. detected α-syn in human CSF first [8]. Since then, CSF
α-Syn levels have been evaluated in several studies, and some authors found decreased CSF
α-syn levels in PD patients in comparison to healthy controls and other neurodegenerative
disorders [9–12]. Studies on other synucleinopathies, such as DLBs and MSA, achieved
contrasting results [7,13,14].

On the other hand, increased levels of CSF α-syn have been detected in Alzheimer’s
Disease (AD) patients, suggesting that it could represent a biomarker of neurodegeneration
in a similar way to high levels of CSF tau [15]. However, other authors found no alteration
or decreased levels of α-syn in AD patients [16,17]. Thus, a definite conclusion on the role
of α-syn in AD cannot be drawn.

Beyond the role of α-syn in PD and AD, increased literature evidence suggests that it
could be involved in the pathogenesis of several other neurological disorders [18]. It has
been hypothesized that α-syn could be a potentiator of neurodegeneration. Indeed, it is
abundantly expressed in synapses and could be involved in synaptic dysfunction, which
represents a common feature of neurodegenerative diseases [19].

The aim of this retrospective observational study was to assess the CSF total α-syn
levels in a large population of patients with different neurological disorders.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Population

In this study performed at the Palermo University Hospital “P Giaccone”, we enrolled
patients with different neurological disorders attending the Unit of Neurology from 2000
to 2020, who underwent lumbar puncture for CSF analysis as part of their diagnostic
evaluation. The diagnosis was made by an experienced neurologist based on clinical and
laboratory findings.

All the clinical and biological assessments were carried out in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and its amendments.

2.2. CSF Analysis

The CSF samples were collected between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. from fasted patients
and were labeled to ensure anonymity. Specifically, the CSF was obtained by a lumbar
puncture at the L3/4 or L4/5 interspace using a 21-gauge needle, collected in polypropylene
tubes, centrifuged at 500 g for 20 min, aliquoted in propylene tubes and stored at −80 ◦C
until analysis, according to international consensus protocols [20].

CSF α-syn levels were measured by a commercial ELISA kit (Euroimmun, Lübeck,
Germany), according to manufacturer’s instructions.

The CSF beta amyloid 42 (β42), β40, phosphorylated tau at threonine 181 (P-tau)
and total tau (T-tau) levels were measured by chemiluminescence enzyme immunoassay
(CLEIA) on a fully automated platform (Lumipulse G1200 analyzer, Fujirebio Inc. Europe,
Gent, Belgium) according to the manufacturer.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed by SPSS statistical software v.17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chica-
go, IL, USA) and R Language v.4.0.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, VI, Austria).
Normality distribution was assessed preliminarily by q-q plot and Shapiro–Wilk tests.
Quantitative variables were expressed by the median and interquartile range (IQR), while
qualitative variables as absolute and relative frequencies. Differences among groups for
continuous variables were estimated by nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test (if >2 groups) or
Mann–Whitney U-test (with Holm-Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons). The
association between quantitative variables was evaluated by nonparametric Spearman’s
rank-order correlation.
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3. Results

One hundred and fifty-eight subjects were included. They were sub-grouped as controls
(n = 35), including psychiatric disorders, AD (n = 25), cerebrovascular diseases (n = 18),
inflammatory central nervous system (CNS) diseases (n = 10), other neurological diseases
(n = 7), including epilepsy and brain cancer, PD (n = 22), and peripheral neuropathy (n = 41).

Demographic characteristics (sex and age) are shown in Table 1. α-Syn levels were
evaluated and shown to be significantly different among groups (overall Kruskal–Wallis
test p < 0.001) (Figure 1). In particular, considering the Holm-Bonferroni’s correction for
multiple comparisons, patients with AD displayed significantly higher median α-Syn levels
than controls (2912 vs. 1469 pg/mL; p < 0.001), PD (2912 vs. 1372 pg/mL; p < 0.001) and
peripheral neuropathy (2912 vs. 1751 pg/mL; p < 0.001) (Figure 1). Among the other
18 post hoc comparisons, only other 4 p-values were lower than 0.05 (AD vs. Inflammatory
CNS diseases p = 0.017; AD vs. Cerebrovascular diseases p = 0.022; Controls vs. Peripheral
Neuropathy p = 0.039 and Controls vs. Other neurological diseases p = 0.049) but they did
not pass the Holm-Bonferroni’s correction criteria.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of study population and α-synuclein levels.

Group Sex, M%
(Total nr)

Age
(Median, IQR)

α-syn, pg/mL
(Median, IQR)

AD 56 (25) 73 (67–76) 2912 (2243–4036)
Cerebrovascular diseases 67 (18) 60 (53–70) 1938 (1337–3719)

Controls 54 (35) 51 (37–66) 1469 (1047–1827)
Inflammatory CNS diseases 30 (10) 64 (58–76) 2053 (1284–2677)
Other neurological diseases 43 (7) 63 (48–72) 1879 (1679–4698)

PD 64 (22) 65 (56–72) 1372 (1103–2031)
Peripheral Neuropathy 61 (41) 60 (48–71) 1751 (1333–2225)

AD, Alzheimer’s Disease; CNS, central nervous system; PD, Parkinson’s disease; IQR, interquartile range.
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Figure 1. Distribution of CSF α-Synuclein levels in the study population. A (Alzheimer), B (cere-
brovascular disease), C (controls), D (inflammatory CNS disease), E (other neurological diseases),
F (Parkinson’s Disease) and G (peripheral neuropathy).

CSF levels of AD core biomarkers, including (T-tau), (P-tau), β42, β40 and β42/40 ratio,
were further evaluated in the AD. α-syn levels were found to be associated at varying extents
to T-tau (rho = 0.630, p = 0.002), P-tau (rho = 0.498, p = 0.018), β42 (rho = 0.485, p = 0.022), β40
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(rho = 0.488, p = 0.021). No association was instead observed between α-syn and β42/40 ratio
(rho = 0.222, p = 0.320). Other statistically significant associations were found between T-
tau and P-tau (rho = 0.785, p < 0.001), P-tau and β40 (rho = 0.450, p = 0.036), β42 and β40
(rho = 0.755, p < 0.001), β42 and β42/40 ratio (rho = 0.622, p = 0.002) (Table 2).

Table 2. Correlation analysis between biomarkers.

α-syn T-tau P-tau β42 β40 β42/40 Ratio

α-synuclein 0.630
p = 0.002

0.498
p = 0.018

0.485
p = 0.022

0.488
p = 0.021

0.222
p = 0.320

T-tau 0.785
p < 0.001

0.291
p = 0.189

0.309
p = 0.162

0.040
p = 0.859

P-tau 0.233
p = 0.296

0.450
p = 0.036

−0.142
p = 0.527

β42 0.755
p < 0.001

0.622
p = 0.002

β40 0.028
p = 0.903

β42/40 ratio

4. Discussion

Neurological disorders represent an important health burden, especially considering
the progressive increase in aging in the general population. Their early identification
is crucial, but still today, it is challenging. CSF biomarkers represent precious tools for
assessing neurodegenerative disorders providing in vivo information on the underlying
pathology [21–24]. Specifically, CSF is an ideal biofluid due to its proximity to the brain
parenchyma, the moderately low cost in comparison to positron emission tomography
imaging, and the safety of lumbar puncture. To date, CSF biomarkers have been imple-
mented in the diagnostic work-up for AD [25,26]. Specifically, the detection of decreased
levels of β42 and β42/40 ratio, and increased levels of T-tau and P-tau in the CSF support
the diagnosis of AD [27,28]. Over the past ten years, research on biomarkers in synu-
cleinopathies has markedly expanded. Among these, CSF α-syn has gained significant
attention, but more evidence is still required before it is used in clinical practice.

In this study, we sought to evaluate the total CSF α-syn levels in a large population of
individuals with different neurological disorders. The main findings of our study can be
summarized as follows: (i) CSF α-syn levels were significantly different across all groups.
Specifically, AD patients showed the highest levels, while PD patients the lowest; (ii) in
AD patients, α-syn levels were significantly associated with T-tau, P-tau, β42 and β40.
Overall, our findings suggest that α-syn could represent a biomarker of neurodegenerative
diseases. Specifically, CSF α-syn could be used in clinical practice as a specific biomarker of
PD, which is characterized by decreased α-syn levels, and as an unspecific biomarker of
synaptic degeneration, which is characterized by increased levels. However, more studies
are required for unraveling the molecular underpinnings of the alteration of CSF α-syn
levels in neurodegenerative diseases.

To date, several authors have assessed the potential role of α-syn as a biomarker of
PD [29]. Findings from four meta-analyses agree that PD patients have decreased levels of
α-syn in comparison to controls [9,30–32]. α-syn could support the differential diagnosis
between PD and other neurodegenerative disorders, but it is not associated with the PD
severity [33]. However, some limitations hamper its clinical use. High heterogeneity in
CSF α-syn levels among studies has been reported [10]. Such a discrepancy could be due
to the different characteristics of PD patients enrolled in each study, as well as the control
population, which vary from healthy controls to patients with other neurological diseases.

Fewer studies evaluated the role of α-syn in AD patients, achieving inconsistent results.
Our results are in accordance with some authors who found increased levels of α-syn in
AD patients than controls and patients with other neurological diseases [34–36]. It has been
hypothesized that α-syn interacts with amyloid and tau, enhancing neurodegeneration.
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In accordance with such a hypothesis, in our study we found that α-syn levels were
significantly associated with T-tau and P-tau. Remarkably, α-syn and tau share an important
role in cell trafficking and synaptic functions, as well as in controlling mitochondrial
homeostasis [37]. Thus, the alterations in α-syn and tau levels are indicative of synapsis
loss and disruption.

Mutual interaction of α-syn with β-amyloid and tau, which promotes neurodegenera-
tion and worse prognosis, has been hypothesized in AD patients [38]. Thus, it has been
suggested that CSF α-syn could improve the prognostic performance of the AD biomarker
panel. Larson et al. showed that α-syn has a stronger correlation with the degree of cogni-
tive impairment than tau [39]. Additionally, the co-expression of α-syn and β amyloid is
associated with a more aggressive cognitive decline in AD patients [40]. Thus, evaluating
the three proteins, namely β amyloid, tau, and α-syn could provide complementary diag-
nostic and prognostic information. This could have implications for the development of
disease-modifying therapies.

To the best of our knowledge, we first evaluated α-syn in a wide range of neurological
diseases, revealing that, except in PD, its levels are increased in all these conditions in
comparison with controls. This finding supports the hypothesis that α-syn could play a role
in the pathogenesis of neurological disorders [18]. However, further studies are required to
confirm such a preliminary finding.

Overall, CSF α-syn levels could depend on competing processes. On one side, de-
creased levels could be the result of its intracellular sequestration into LBs or LNs, therefore
reducing the amount of protein available for the physiological release into the extracellular
compartment, as observed in patients with PD. On the other side, the release of α-syn from
degenerating synapses could lead to an increase in its CSF levels, as observed in AD [41].

The limitation and strengths of our study must be mentioned. The small number of
patients per study group is the main limitation, while the well-characterized patient groups,
the use of a validated assay and the appropriate pre-analytical sample handling represent
the strengths of our study.

In conclusion, α-syn could represent a diagnostic biomarker of PD because its levels are
typically decreased, while it could have a prognostic value in other neurological disorders,
including AD, which is characterized by an increase in CSF α-syn levels [42]. Although
α-syn is a promising biomarker of neurological disorders, further efforts are required before
introducing it in clinical practice, such as the harmonization and standardization of the
assays for its measurement. Indeed, high heterogeneity among studies exists and could be
attributed to several factors, including peri-analytical and analytical aspects, such as CSF
collection and storage, as well as the type of capture and detection antibodies used [11].
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